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Paper Chase
Felony & Mayhem Angered by orders not to publish their memoirs, a group of
retired British agents create a ﬁctional memoir and sell it to a U.S.
newspaper, but when it makes them the target of a deranged terrorist,
they must brush up on their old skills.

February Felony - A Yacht Yenta
Mystery
First Edition Design Pub. One-time charter boat sailor Farley Halladay is
widowed now and ashore but she's still up to her gunnels in murder, blue
water and white-hot intrigues. While operating her online business, caring
for an elderly alcoholic, solving the murder of a young, pregnant woman
with her black Haitian sheriﬀ buddy and working out with her brassy
ﬁtness coach, she takes readers from a Florida retirement community to
the seven seas. See her weekly posts at farleyhalladay.blogspot.com

The Romeo Flag
Felony & Mayhem Neil Walker, an ex-CIA agent, helps Nicola Ward, a
divorced schoolteacher, investigate the contents of a trunk, which reveals
evidence of a secret Russian spy ring.
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Landscape of Lies
An Art-World Mystery
Open Road Media A mysterious painting holds the clues to a cache of
priceless relics in this treasure hunt of “deepening suspense” à la The Da
Vinci Code (Library Journal). In ﬁnancial trouble, Isobel Sadler considers
selling a painting that’s been in her family for generations. She can’t
imagine it’s worth much . . . until someone tries to steal it. Mystiﬁed,
Isobel turns to art dealer Michael Whiting for advice. He identiﬁes the
painting as a sixteenth-century treasure map pointing the way to a series
of lost religious artifacts hidden by monks when Henry VIII dissolved the
monasteries. If he and Isobel can decipher the clues in the painting,
Michael reasons, her money troubles will disappear. But if they can’t
decode the painting quickly, Michael and Isobel could be history
themselves. As they struggle to translate the arcane instructions—laced
with references to everything from the Bible to Botticelli—they are stalked
by a rival who will stop at nothing to get his hands on the treasure. Peter
Watson’s stylish art-world thriller seamlessly mixes action with “sustained
literariness, reﬁnement, and polish” (Library Journal).

Murder by Misrule
Anna Castle Brilliant Francis Bacon is at a loss -- and in danger. Francis
Bacon is charged with investigating the murder of a fellow barrister at
Gray's Inn. He recruits his unwanted protégé Thomas Clarady to do the
tiresome legwork. The son of a privateer, Clarady will do anything to climb
the Elizabethan social ladder. Bacon's powerful uncle Lord Burghley
suspects Catholic conspirators of the crime, but other motives quickly
emerge. Rival barristers contend for the murdered man's legal honors and
wealthy clients. Highly-placed courtiers are implicated as the investigation
reaches from Whitehall to the London streets. Bacon does the thinking;
Clarady does the fencing. Everyone has something up his pinked and
padded sleeve. Even the brilliant Francis Bacon is at a loss — and in danger
— until he sees through the disguises of the season of Misrule. “Castle’s
characters brim with zest and real feeling.” — Kirkus Starred Review. Don’t
dally! Jump right into this ﬁrst book in the award-winning Francis Bacon
mystery series.

Chasing Secrets
Wendy Lamb Books Newbery Honor–winning author Gennifer Choldenko
deftly combines humor, tragedy, fascinating historical detail, and a medical
mystery in this exuberant new novel. San Francisco, 1900. The Gilded Age.
A fantastic time to be alive for lots of people . . . but not thirteen-year-old
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Lizzie Kennedy, stuck at Miss Barstow’s snobby school for girls. Lizzie’s
secret passion is science, an unsuitable subject for ﬁnishing-school girls.
Lizzie lives to go on house calls with her physician father. On those visits to
his patients, she discovers a hidden dark side of the city—a side that’s full
of secrets, rats, and rumors of the plague. The newspapers, her powerful
uncle, and her beloved papa all deny that the plague has reached San
Francisco. So why is the heart of the city under quarantine? Why are angry
mobs trying to burn Chinatown to the ground? Why is Noah, the Chinese
cook’s son, suddenly making Lizzie question everything she has known to
be true? Ignoring the rules of race and class, Lizzie and Noah must put the
pieces together in a heart-stopping race to save the people they love.
Winner of a Los Angeles Public Library FOCAL (Friends of Children and
Literature) Award Nominated for: Pennsylvania Young Reader’s Choice
Awards Tennessee Volunteer State Book Award (Middle School division)
Missouri Association of School Librarians (MASL) Readers Award California
Library Association’s Beatty Award, Eureka List

The Glimpses of the Moon
Felony & Mayhem Professor Gervase Fen is in Devon working on his
masterpiece critique of the modern novel, but keeps getting distracted - by
the local animals (several pigs, a mildly insane cat, a horse with sleeping
sickness), by the spectacular failures of the local electrical board, by the
vicar's practical jokes, by the retired major yearning for another jolly war.
Oh, and by the dismembered body, found in a nearby ﬁeld, whose head
keeps turning up in the most unlikely places.

The Legionary from Londinium and
other Mini Mysteries
Hachette UK Mystery and adventure in Ancient Roman times for Flavia
Gemina and her friends . . . Sacred chickens, a jellyﬁsh and a Roman
mystery set in Britannia - this collection of mini-mysteries is the perfect
recipe for a gripping read! Includes an exclusive interview with Caroline
Lawrence on the secrets of writing mystery stories!

Cathedral of Bones
An Ela of Salisbury Medieval
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Mystery
Stoneheart Press Salisbury, 1226 A young pregnant woman is found tangled
in reeds in the river Avon, her identity a mystery. Grieving widow Ela
Longespée is determined to succeed her husband as sheriﬀ of Salisbury,
and quickly takes charge of the investigation. She soon ﬁnds herself in the
thick of a neighborhood scandal and a struggle to maintain her authority.
With multiple suspects, can she identify the true killer? The Ela of Salisbury
Medieval Mystery Series This series features a real historical ﬁgure—the
formidable Ela Longespée. The young Countess of Salisbury was chosen to
marry King Henry II’s illegitimate son William. After her husband’s
untimely death, Ela served as High Sheriﬀ of Wiltshire, castellan of
Salisbury Castle, and ultimately founder and abbess of Lacock Abbey. The
Ela of Salisbury Medieval Mystery series: Book 1: Cathedral of Bones Book
2: Breach of Faith Book 3: The Lost Child Book 4: Forest of Souls Book 5:
The Bone Chess Set Book 6: Cloister of Whispers Coming 2022: Book 7:
Palace of Thorns

The Secret of the Sealed Room
A Mystery of Young Benjamin
Franklin
Simon and Schuster The play’s the thing . . . To the outside world, Tom Pryne
is an orphan traveling Elizabethan England with his uncle’s theater troupe.
In actuality, “Tom” is Viola, in disguise because her parents’ Catholic
sympathies have put them at odds with the Crown and forced them into
hiding. When the troupe arrives in the sleepy little town of Stratford-onAvon, Viola’s uncle is arrested for murder, and she joins forces with an
irksome local boy, named Will Shakespeare, with an active imagination, a
penchant for trouble, and a smart turn of phrase, to uncover the real
culprit. A perfect blend of humor, drama, and adventure and a rich
evocation of 16th-century England inform this fresh and original historical
mystery that introduces an appealing pair of amateur sleuths.

Mystery of the Silver Coins
Moody Publishers In this second installment of the Viking Quest series, Bree
ﬁnds herself in a physical and spiritual battle for survival. With another
young slave, she makes a daring escape from the ship as soon as it reaches
harbor. They hide in the woods as Mikkel and his Viking sailors begin a
relentless search, certain that Bree is responsible for a missing bag of
silver coins. Bree must face her unwillingless to forgive the Vikings, and
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Mikkel begins to wonder: Is the God of these Irish Christians really more
powerful than our own Viking gods?

Second Street Station
A Mary Handley Mystery
Crown A historical mystery featuring the witty and wily Mary Handley, the
ﬁrst woman detective in Brooklyn, as she tries to prove herself in a man's
world while solving a high proﬁle murder. Mary Handley is a not your
typical late-nineteenth century lady. She's ﬁery, clever, daring—and she’s
not about to conform to the gender norms of the day. Not long after being
ﬁred from her job at the hat factory for insubordinate behavior, Mary ﬁnds
herself at the murder scene of Charles Goodrich, the brother of a
prominent alderman and former bookkeeper of Thomas Edison. When Mary
proves her acumen as a sleuth, she is hired by the Brooklyn police
department—as the city’s ﬁrst female policewoman—to solve the crime.
The top brass of the department expect her to fail, but Mary has other
plans. As she delves into the mystery, she ﬁnds herself questioning the
likes of J. P. Morgan, Thomas Edison, and Nikola Tesla. Mary soon discovers
the key to solving the case goes well beyond ﬁnding a murderer and
depends on her ability to unearth the machinations of the city’s most
prominent and respected public ﬁgures, men who will go to great lengths
to protect their secrets. Much like Mr. Churchill’s Secretary and Maisie
Dobbs, Second Street Station presents a portrait of a world plunging into
modernity through the eyes of a clever female sleuth. Mary Handley is an
unforgettable protagonist whose wit, humor, and charm will delight
readers from the very ﬁrst page. Don’t miss any of Lawrence H. Levy’s
enchanting Mary Handley mysteries: SECOND STREET STATION •
BROOKLYN ON FIRE • LAST STOP IN BROOKLYN • NEAR PROSPECT PARK
(Coming Soon!)

The Feng Shui Detective
Allen & Unwin Meet CF Wong - not quite a private eye, nor exactly a Zen
sage. He's a feng shui master whose work sometimes presents him with
problems of a less mystical, even criminal, nature ... welcome to ﬁrst book
in the charming and delightful Feng Shui Detective series.

Crimes Committed by Terrorist
Groups
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Theory, Research, and Prevention
DIANE Publishing This is a print on demand edition of a hard to ﬁnd
publication. Examines terrorists¿ involvement in a variety of crimes
ranging from motor vehicle violations, immigration fraud, and mfg. illegal
ﬁrearms to counterfeiting, armed bank robbery, and smuggling weapons of
mass destruction. There are 3 parts: (1) Compares the criminality of
internat. jihad groups with domestic right-wing groups. (2) Six case studies
of crimes includes trial transcripts, oﬃcial reports, previous scholarship,
and interviews with law enforce. oﬃcials and former terrorists are used to
explore skills that made crimes possible; or events and lack of skill that the
prevented crimes. Includes brief bio. of the terrorists along with
descriptions of their org., strategies, and plots. (3) Analysis of the themes
in closing arguments of the transcripts in Part 2. Illus.

An Extravagant Death
A Charles Lenox Mystery
Minotaur Books In what promises to be a breakout in Charles Finch's
bestselling series, Charles Lenox travels to the New York and Newport of
the dawning Gilded Age to investigate the death of a beautiful socialite.
London, 1878. With faith in Scotland Yard shattered after a damning
corruption investigation, Charles Lenox's detective agency is rapidly
expanding. The gentleman sleuth has all the work he can handle, two
children, and an intriguing new murder case. But when Prime Minister
Benjamin Disraeli oﬀers him the opportunity to undertake a diplomatic
mission for the Queen, Lenox welcomes the chance to satisfy an unfulﬁlled
yearning: to travel to America. Arriving in New York, he begins to receive
introductions into both its old Knickerbocker society and its new robber
baron splendor. Then, a shock: the death of the season's most beautiful
debutante, who appears to have thrown herself from a cliﬀ. Or was it
murder? Lenox’s reputation has preceded him to the States, and he is
summoned to a magniﬁcent Newport mansion to investigate the
mysterious death. What ensues is a ﬁendish game of cat and mouse. Witty,
complex, and tender, An Extravagant Death is Charles Finch's triumphant
return to the main storyline of his beloved Charles Lenox series—a devilish
mystery, a social drama, and an unforgettable ﬁrst trip for an Englishman
coming to America.

Death in Ecstasy (The Ngaio Marsh
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Collection)
HarperCollins UK Another classic Ngaio Marsh novel.

Give the Devil His Due
Pantera Press When Rowland Sinclair is invited to take his yellow Mercedes
onto the Maroubra Speedway, popularly known as the Killer Track, he
agrees without caution or reserve. But then people start to die... The body
of a journalist covering the race is found in a House of Horrors, an English
blueblood with Blackshirt aﬃliations is killed on the race track... and it
seems that someone has Rowland in their sights. A strange young reporter
preoccupied with black magic, a mysterious vagabond, an up-and-coming
actor by the name of Flynn, and ruthless bookmakers all add mayhem to
the mix. With danger presenting at every turn, and the brakes long since
disengaged, Rowland Sinclair hurtles towards disaster with an artist, a
poet and brazen sculptress along for the ride.

Paper Wife
Lake Union Publishing From the bestselling author of Yellow Crocus comes a
heart-wrenching story about ﬁnding strength in a new world. Southern
China, 1923. Desperate to secure her future, Mei Ling's parents arrange a
marriage to a widower in California. To enter the country, she must
pretend to be her husband's ﬁrst wife--a paper wife. On the perilous
voyage, Mei Ling takes an orphan girl named Siew under her wing. Dreams
of a better life in America give Mei Ling the strength to endure the
treacherous journey and detainment on Angel Island. But when she ﬁnally
reaches San Francisco, she's met with a surprise. Her husband, Chinn Kai
Li, is a houseboy, not the successful merchant he led her to believe. Mei
Ling is penniless, pregnant, and bound to a man she doesn't know. Her
fragile marriage is tested further when she discovers that Siew will likely
be forced into prostitution. Desperate to rescue Siew, she must convince
her husband that an orphan's life is worth ﬁghting for. Can Mei Ling ﬁnd a
way to make a real family--even if it's built on a paper foundation?

The Blood Royal
Hachette UK On his return from India, Commander Joe Sandilands, now
adept at the arts of dynamic diplomacy, ﬁnds himself up to his neck in a
tricky political situation. A war-weary London is reeling from IRA atrocities
and Joe is further plagued by the machinations of a spy-ring being run
under his nose by a Russian emigree princess. When a war hero is gunned
down and the life of an even more popular Englishman threatened, Joe
knows he only has days to root out the woman who is behind the killings:
Irish? Russian? Or somebody quite other? With the aid of the proposed
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victim who oﬀers himself as bait, and the services of a woman police
constable, Joe discovers that the murderer's motive is not political but
much more devious and deranged. And when the mask comes oﬀ, the
killer's identity shocks even the battle-hardened commander. Praise for
Barbara Cleverly: 'Clevery's (novel) evokes and in some way surpasses the
work of Agatha Christie' Publishers Weekly 'The atmosphere of the dying
days of the Raj is colourfully captured' Sunday Telegraph 'A great blood
and guts blockbuster' Guardian 'Spectacular and dashing. Spellbinding'
New York Times Book Review 'Stellar... as always' New York Times Book
Review 'Atmospheric... intricately plotted' Kirkus Review

A Deceptive Devotion
A Lane Winslow Mystery
TouchWood Editions Wedding bells, a grisly murder, and a defecting Russian
spy bring drama to King’s Cove in the newest Lane Winslow mystery, a
series that the Globe and Mail calls “terriﬁc.” A wedding is on the horizon
for Lane Winslow and Inspector Darling. As one of the few Russian
speakers in her community, Lane is obliged to act as translator and hostess
for Countess Orlova, an elderly Russian woman who has tracked her
missing brother to the Nelson area. Nelson PD investigates, but then the
murder of a lone hunter in the hills above King’s Cove takes top priority.
Darling works the case with a Constable Oxley—a newcomer to the area,
assigned in Constable Ames’ temporary absence—and a British agent
contacts Lane to warn her to be on the lookout for a ﬂeeing Russian
defector. Bound by the Wartime Secrets Act, Lane is conﬂicted about
keeping the information from Darling, especially when it begins to put a
strain on their relationship. Fans of Maisie Dobbs and the Kopp Sisters will
delight in this rousing adventure of intrigue and espionage.

Lives of the Most Remarkable
Criminals, who Have Been
Condemned and Executed for
Murder, Highway Robberies,
Housebreaking, Street Robberies,
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Coining Or Other Oﬀences
From the Year 1720 to the Year
1735
Commentaries on the Laws of
England
The Unﬁt Heiress
The Tragic Life and Scandalous
Sterilization of Ann Cooper Hewitt
Grand Central Publishing For readers of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
and The Phantom of Fifth Avenue, a page-turning drama of fortunes,
eugenics and women's reproductive rights framed by the sordid court
battle between Ann Cooper Hewitt and her socialite mother. At the turn of
the twentieth century, American women began to reject Victorian propriety
in favor of passion and livelihood outside the home. This alarmed
authorities, who feared certain "over-sexed" women could destroy
civilization if allowed to reproduce and pass on their defects. Set against
this backdrop, The Unﬁt Heiress chronicles the ﬁght for inheritance, both
genetic and monetary, between Ann Cooper Hewitt and her mother
Maryon. In 1934, aided by a California eugenics law, the socialite Maryon
Cooper Hewitt had her "promiscuous" daughter declared feebleminded and
sterilized without her knowledge. She did this to deprive Ann of millions of
dollars from her father's estate, which contained a child-bearing
stipulation. When a sensational court case ensued, the American public
was captivated. So were eugenicists, who saw an opportunity to restrict
reproductive rights in America for decades to come. This riveting story
unfolds through the brilliant research of Audrey Clare Farley, who captures
the interior lives of these women on the pages and poses questions that
remain relevant today: What does it mean to be "unﬁt" for motherhood? In
the battle for reproductive rights, can we forgive the women who side
against us? And can we forgive our mothers if they are the ones who inﬂict
the deepest wounds?
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Bowker's Guide to Characters in
Fiction 2007
An Oxford Murder
A Golden Age Mystery
A stylish 1930's mystery set in Oxford with a love triangle, a murder, and a
cast of eccentric suspects.Fans of Lord Peter Wimsey and Harriet Vane will
love this tale! "Vandagriﬀ's atmospherics are ﬁrst rate. She amazes me."-Anna Stone. After Miss Catherine Tregowyn, poet, and Dr. Harry Bascombe,
her bête noire, discover a body in the Somerville College chapel, they are
declared suspects in a murder inquiry. How can they prove their
innocence? The pair decide they must launch their own investigation into
the strangling of Oxford don, Agatha Chenowith. But working as a team will
not be easy. Their relations are anything but cordial. It is not long before
they uncover motives aplenty. Apparently, Dr. Chenowith was not at all
what she seemed. As the surprises about the victim's secret life multiply,
they are awash in a sea of suspects. Into this scenario sails the former love
of Catherine's life as he returns from Kenya. Is she going to give Rafe
another chance to break her heart? He convinces her to give him a sixmonth trial, and eager to show his worth, he joins in the investigation. Rafe
oﬀers to ﬂy Catherine and Harry in his de Havilland six-seater to the Isle of
Man where they must pursue a lead. Inevitably, Rafe and Harry square oﬀ
in a battle for Catherine's aﬀections. Meanwhile, playing detectives proves
to be a dangerous pursuit. Catherine and Harry shortly embroil themselves
in a plot much larger than mere murder. No one wants to hear their theory,
however. It contains truths too painful to contemplate. And it makes
Catherine and Harry's lives expendable.

Born A Crime
Stories from a South African
Childhood
Hachette UK WINNER OF THE THURBER PRIZE The compelling, inspiring,
(often comic) coming-of-age story of Trevor Noah, set during the twilight of
apartheid and the tumultuous days of freedom that followed. One of the
comedy world's brightest new voices, Trevor Noah is a light-footed but
sharp-minded observer of the absurdities of politics, race and identity,
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sharing jokes and insights drawn from the wealth of experience acquired in
his relatively young life. As host of the US hit show The Daily Show with
Trevor Noah, he provides viewers around the globe with their nightly dose
of biting satire, but here Noah turns his focus inward, giving readers a
deeply personal, heartfelt and humorous look at the world that shaped
him. Noah was born a crime, son of a white Swiss father and a black Xhosa
mother, at a time when such a union was punishable by ﬁve years in
prison. Living proof of his parents' indiscretion, Trevor was kept mostly
indoors for the ﬁrst years of his life, bound by the extreme and often
absurd measures his mother took to hide him from a government that
could, at any moment, take him away. A collection of eighteen personal
stories, Born a Crime tells the story of a mischievous young boy growing
into a restless young man as he struggles to ﬁnd his place in a world where
he was never supposed to exist. Born a Crime is equally the story of that
young man's fearless, rebellious and fervently religious mother - a woman
determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence and abuse
that ultimately threatens her own life. Whether subsisting on caterpillars
for dinner during hard times, being thrown from a moving car during an
attempted kidnapping, or just trying to survive the life-and-death pitfalls
of dating in high school, Noah illuminates his curious world with an incisive
wit and an unﬂinching honesty. His stories weave together to form a
personal portrait of an unlikely childhood in a dangerous time, as moving
and unforgettable as the very best memoirs and as funny as Noah's own
hilarious stand-up. Born a Crime is a must read.

Badge of the Assassin
Simon and Schuster A blood-chilling true-crime account from former district
attorney and New York Times bestselling author Robert K. Tanenbaum
BADGE OF THE ASSASSIN They were just doing their jobs -- serving and
protecting -- when the unimaginable happened: Oﬃcers Waverly Jones and
Joseph Piagentini became moving targets, ambushed from behind at a
Manhattan housing project. Jones lay dead in a pool of his own blood, and
Piagentini lived long enough to beg for his life -- before he was riddled with
twenty-two bullet holes by members of a deadly hit squad hell-bent on
taking out the men and women of law enforcement. Masterfully building
suspense on every page, Robert K. Tanenbaum reconstructs the vicious
murders of Jones and Piagentini and the manhunt for the suspects, and
brings to life his courtroom prosecution of the killers -- revealing the
triumphs and failures of America's legal system.

Death in Delft :
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The Truth about Crime
Sovereignty, Knowledge, Social
Order
University of Chicago Press This new book by the well-known anthropologists
Jean and John L. Comaroﬀ explores the global preoccupation with
criminality in the early twenty-ﬁrst century, a preoccupation strikingly
disproportionate, in most places and for most people, to the risks posed by
lawlessness to the conduct of everyday life. Ours in an epoch in which lawmaking, law-breaking, and law-enforcement are ever more critical registers
in which societies construct, contest, and confront truths about
themselves, an epoch in which criminology, broadly deﬁned, has displaced
sociology as the privileged means by which the social world knows itself.
They also argue that as the result of a tectonic shift in the triangulation of
capital, the state, and governance, the meanings attached to crime and,
with it, the nature of policing, have undergone signiﬁcant change; also,
that there has been a palpable muddying of the lines between legality and
illegality, between corruption and conventional business; even between
crime-and-policing, which exist, nowadays, in ever greater, hyphenated
complicity. Thinking through Crime and Policing is, therefore, an excursion
into the contemporary Order of Things; or, rather, into the metaphysic of
disorder that saturates the late modern world, indeed, has become its
leitmotif. It is also a meditation on sovereignty and citizenship, on civility,
class, and race, on the law and its transgression, on the political economy
of representation.

Marihuana
The First Twelve Thousand Years
Springer Science & Business Media Of all the plants men have ever grown,
none has been praised and denounced as often as marihuana (Cannabis
sativa). Throughout the ages, marihuana has been extolled as one of man's
greatest benefactors and cursed as one of his greatest scourges.
Marihuana is undoubtedly a herb that has been many things to many
people. Armies and navies have used it to make war, men and women to
make love. Hunters and ﬁshermen have snared the most ferocious
creatures, from the tiger to the shark, in its herculean weave. Fashion
designers have dressed the most elegant women in its supple knit.
Hangmen have snapped the necks of thieves and murderers with its ﬁber.
Obstetricians have eased the pain of childbirth with its leaves. Farmers
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have crushed its seeds and used the oil within to light their lamps.
Mourners have thrown its seeds into blazing ﬁres and have had their
sorrow transformed into blissful ecstasy by the fumes that ﬁlled the air.
Marihuana has been known by many names: hemp, hashish, dagga, bhang,
loco weed, grass-the list is endless. Formally christened Cannabis sativa in
1753 by Carl Linnaeus, marihuana is one of nature's hardiest specimens. It
needs little care to thrive. One need not talk to it, sing to it, or play
soothing tranquil Brahms lullabies to coax it to grow. It is as vigorous as a
weed. It is ubiquitous. It ﬂuorishes under nearly every possible climatic
condition.

Regulating Gun Sales
An Excerpt from Reducing Gun
Violence in America, Informing
Policy with Evidence and Analysis
Johns Hopkins University Press+ORM This excerpt from the “masterful, timely,
data-driven” study of the gun control debate examines the potential of
stronger purchasing laws (Choice). As the debate on gun control continues,
evidence-based research is needed to answer a crucial question: How do
we reduce gun violence? One of the biggest gun policy reforms under
consideration is the regulation of ﬁrearm sales and stopping the diversion
of guns to criminals. This selection from the major anthology of studies
Reducing Gun Violence in America presents compelling evidence that
stronger purchasing laws and better enforcement of these laws result in
lower gun violence. Additional material for this edition includes an
introduction by Michael R. Bloomberg and Consensus Recommendations for
Reforms to Federal Gun Policies from the Johns Hopkins University.

Reducing Gun Violence in America
Informing Policy with Evidence and
Analysis
JHU Press The book includes an analysis of the constitutionality of many
recommended policies and data from a national public opinion poll that
reﬂects support among the majority of Americans—including gun
owners—for stronger gun policies.
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The Mystery of the Fool and the
Vanisher
Walker An illustrated gothic novella told in three parts that may just
convince you that fairies really do exist, this is a suspenseful and
intricately plotted mystery-within-a-mystery that should appeal to fans of
otherworldly creatures, the occult and archaeological investigation.

Dead Beat
The Dresden Files, Book Seven
Hachette UK Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's ﬁrst (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns
out the 'everyday' world isfull of strange and magical things - and most of
them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry comes in. Luckily,
however, he's not alone. Although most people don't believe in magic, the
Chicago P.D. has a Special Investigations department, headed by his good
friend Karrin Murphy. They deal with the . . . stranger cases. It's down to
Karrin that Harry sneaks into Graceland Cemetery to meet a vampire
named Mavra. Mavra has evidence that would destroy Karrin's career, and
her demands are simple. She wants the Word of Kemmler - and all the
power that comes with it. But ﬁrst, Harry's keen to know what he'd be
handing over. Before long he's racing against time, and six necromancers,
to get the Word. And to prevent a Halloween that would truly wake the
dead. Magic - it can get a guy killed.

Black Rage Confronts the Law
NYU Press In 1971, Paul Harris pioneered the modern version of the black
rage defense when he successfully defended a young black man charged
with armed bank robbery. Dubbed one of the most novel criminal defenses
in American history by Vanity Fair, the black rage defense is enormously
controversial, frequently dismissed as irresponsible, nothing less than a
harbinger of anarchy. Consider the ﬁrestorm of protest that resulted when
the defense for Colin Ferguson, the gunman who murdered numerous
passengers on a New York commuter train, claimed it was considering a
black rage defense. In this thought-provoking book, Harris traces the
origins of the black rage defense back through American history,
recreating numerous dramatic trials along the way. For example, he
recounts in vivid detail how Clarence Darrow, defense attorney in the
famous Scopes Monkey trial, ﬁrst introduced the notion of an
environmental hardship defense in 1925 while defending a black family
who shot into a drunken white mob that had encircled their home.
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Emphasizing that the black rage defense must be enlisted responsibly and
selectively, Harris skillfully distinguishes between applying an
environmental defense and simply blaming society, in the abstract, for
individual crimes. If Ferguson had invoked such a defense, in Harris's
words, it would have sent a superﬁcial, wrong-headed, blame-everythingon-racism message. Careful not to succumb to easy generalizations, Harris
also addresses the possibilities of a white rage defense and the more
recent phenomenon of cultural defenses. He illustrates how a person's
environment can, and does, aﬀect his or her life and actions, how even the
most rational person can become criminally deranged, when bludgeoned
into hopelessness by exploitation, racism, and relentless poverty.

The Quincunx
A Novel
Ballantine Books An extraordinary modern novel in the Victorian tradition,
Charles Palliser has created something extraordinary—a plot within a plot
within a plot of family secrets, mysterious clues, low-born birth, highreaching immorality, and, always, always the fog-enshrouded, enigmatic
character of 19th century—London itself. “So compulsively absorbing that
reality disappears . . . One is swept along by those enduring emotions that
defy modern art and a random universe: hunger for revenge, longing for
justice and the fantasy secretly entertained by most people that the bad
will be punished and the good rewarded.”—The New York Times “A
virtuoso achievement . . . It is an epic, a tour de force, a staggeringly
complex and tantalizingly layered tale that will keep readers engrossed in
days. . . . The Quincunx will not disappoint you. It is, quite simply,
superb.”—Chicago Sun-Times “A bold and vivid tale that invites the reader
to get lost in the intoxicating rhythms of another world. And the invitation
is irresistible.”—San Francisco Chronicle “A remarkable book . . . In mood,
color, atmosphere and characters, this is Charles Dickens reincarnated . . .
It is an immersing experience.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review “To read
the ﬁrst pages is to be trapped for seven-hundred odd more: you cannot
stop turning them.”—The New Yorker “Few books, at most a dozen or two
in a lifetime, aﬀect us this way. . . . For sheer intricacy and ingenuity, for
skill and clarity of storytelling, it is the kind of book readers wait for, a
book to get lost in.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer

Vampire
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The Richard Chase Murders
WildBlue Press The author of The Bundy Murders tells the harrowing true
story of “one of the most bizarre serial killers in America” (Katherine
Ramsland, bestselling author of Confession of a Serial Killer). A city under
siege, held captive while a psychopathic vampire serial killer instills fear in
its residents, taunts the authorities, and brutally kills his victims. This
book is a chilling and stomach-churning look into the life of a twisted, sick
man, so evil one would wonder if he was even human. From his early days
when he would liquify rabbits in a blender to drink their intestines and
blood to mutilating his victims, his thirst for killing could not be satiated.
This is the story of Richard Trenton Chase, the Vampire of Sacramento. It is
not for the faint of heart. “Fraught with emotion and detail . . . a must
have book for all true crime enthusiasts and collectors.” —RJ Parker,
award-winning author of Escaped Killer “Sullivan has written a fascinating
account of an abnormal psyche of egregious proportions, and captures the
very essence of Richard Chase’s monstrous crime spree the citizens of
Sacramento will never forget.” —Gary C. King, author of Love, Lies, and
Murder

The Whites
Bloomsbury Publishing Every cop has a personal 'White': a criminal who got
away with murder - or worse - and was able to slip back into life, leaving
the victim's family still seeking justice, the cop plagued by guilt.Back in the
1990s, Billy Graves was one of the Wild Geese: a tight-knit crew of young
mavericks, fresh to police work and hungry for justice, looking out for each
other and their 'family' of neighbourhood locals. But then Billy made some
bad headlines by accidentally shooting a ten-year-old boy while bringing
down an angel-dusted berserker in the street. Branded a loose cannon, he
spent years in one dead-end posting after another. Now he has settled into
his role as sergeant in the Night Watch, content simply to do his job and go
home to his family. But when he is called to the 4 a.m. stabbing of a man in
Penn Station, Billy discovers the victim is the 'White' of one of his oldest
friends, a former member of the Wild Geese, who is now retired. As the
past comes crashing into the present, the Wild Geese seemingly rise from
the dead, and the bad old run-and-gun days of the 90s are back with a
vengeance. Richard Price, writing for the ﬁrst time under the pen-name of
Harry Brandt, is one of America's most gifted novelists. He has always
written brilliantly about New York City, and this electrifying novel - fastmoving and stripped to the bone - marks a heart-stopping new departure.
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Mayhem
Unanswered Questions about the
Tsarnaev Brothers, the US
Government and the Boston
Marathon Bombing
Steerforth "Readable. Fascinating. Convincing." —Kirkus Reviews "You may
think you know this story, but until you read this book, you don't." —T. J.
English, New York Times bestselling author With the Supreme Court
hearing new arguments this fall over whether Boston Marathon bomber
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev can be put to death, this thrilling and meticulously
researched account is an eye opener for anyone with lingering questions
about one of the most notorious acts of terrorism since 9/11 Investigative
journalist Michele R. McPhee reports the details and delivers the facts,
piecing together the puzzle so readers are able to come to their own
conclusions. This page-turning narrative goes a long way toward answering
questions that still linger about the notorious Boston Marathon bombing,
such as: Where were the bombs made? And what had been Tamerlan
Tsarnaev's relationship to the FBI? Mayhem casts a spotlight on the U.S.
Government's relationship with the older Tsarnaev brother as his younger
brother, Dzhokhar, will continue his eﬀorts to have his death sentence
commuted in October, just days after the Boston Marathon will be run for
the ﬁrst time since 2019. The federal government may be forced to conﬁrm
a longstanding relationship with Tamerlan and its decision to shield him
from investigation for the Sept. 11, 2011 ISIS-style triple murder of three
friends. As they infamously did with Whitey Bulger, federal agents appear
to have protected Tamerlan because of his value as a paid informant.
Mayhem has been substantially revised and updated in this ﬁrst paperback
edition.

Select Essays in Anglo-American
Legal History;
Franklin Classics This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
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on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends
the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
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